Britain Tells Nazis to Withdraw Consul Linked to Arms Plant Spy Plot

Bare Wide Nazi Ring Operating in France

Propaganda Directed from German Side of Frontier; Inhabitants of Arms Report

Pamphlet Distribution in Province

L.L.S., France, Jan. 11 (UPI)—French authorities tonight announced the discovery of a widespread Nazi propaganda network throughout the provinces, directed from the German side of the frontier.

The vast propaganda network, which had been slowly developing during the last several months, had its headquarters in two small villages near the German frontier—Lamotte and Lamartine.

Pamphlets were dropped over the area regularly, with the object of spreading Nazi propaganda among the people.

Nazi Representatives in Palestine Are Told to Leave

JERUSALEM, Jan. 11 (UPI)—Prisoners from British Palestine, who have been held for several years by the British Government for alleged activities, have been told to leave the country.

The British Government had decided to deport these prisoners after they had refused to sign a statement denying their activities.

A Good-Neighbor Give Ald

Gestapo Drive On Anti-Nazi Czehs Pushed

Hussein Speeds T corr. By S. E. Cotter

PRAGUE, Jan. 11 (UPI)—Hussein, King of Iraq, has ordered the deportation of some 1,000 Czech anti-Nazi Czehs.

This move is part of the anti-Nazi campaign in Iraq, which has been stepped up recently.

Green Tries to Split

The Latin-American Labor Movement

By William Z. Foster

In their proposed endorsement of the Pan-American Federation of Labor (to be held in Havana, early in 1939), the immediate aim of the A. F. of L. leaders is to further split the two American unions against the CIO through the two American centers by splitting the Latin American center and gaining the Pan-American Federation for the A. F. of L.'s control.

The A. F. of L. has no direct control over the Pan-American Federation of Labor, yet it is attempting to split the Pan-American Federation by giving it to the A. F. of L. In this way, the CIO is split between the two American centers.

Mayor’s Flag Day Speech Condemns Race Hatred

It’s Not the Height of the Pole Nor the Star of the Flag, But How Deep the Ideal is Embedded In Hearts, He Says at Ceremony
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